Secure
Connections
Providing central station
solutions and expertise
for over 10+ years

Security is No Longer Optional
Understand the Challenges

Hassle-Free Installation
Secure, Reliable Connectivity
Device Monitoring Alerts
Knowledgeable 24x7 Support

Management of central stations is changing in response to growing
cyber threats and new security compliance reporting requirements.
Every small business is at risk – including central stations. The steps
needed to secure the business require comprehensive analysis and
dedicated resources. SGS can help.
Building a Secure Central Station
SGS can dramatically reduce business risks by securing access to the
central station with an easy to use VPN wall that shields the environment.
Best Practices Defined by UL 827 Regulations
UL has introduced new standards and compliance is another pressing
reason to enhance security. Two mandated tasks are:

Affordable Connections
 Install a service in the central
station or in a hosted cloud for
$200/mo.


Easily connect to a thousand
customers for $10/mo. per
site.



Add monitoring and notifications for an additional $15/mo.

17.12
17.4

Customer connections require NIST compliant high security
Monitoring system performance required

As alarm and cyber-security industry experts, SGS provides the technology and integrates it seamlessly into your operations. Secure Connections works as a DIY process and connects to your support systems and
monitoring systems. An output for notifications is sent to both you
and customers via email. To allow even better response management,
a SIA alarm message is output to the central station software on all
communication problems.
Take your business to a new level of security today!

Powered by Network Navigator™
The Patent Approved Network Navigator™ is a revolutionary, low-cost,
high security, reliable Virtual Private Network (VPN) that is plug and
play. This groundbreaking SGS technology delivers a secured Internet
connection from any place in the world to any user in the world.
The SGS product installs in seconds, navigates its own path home, and
shields you from the IP connection issues that plague other solutions
in the market today.

Get Connected—Don’t stress over IP addressing configurations implemented on remote networks you don’t control. Typical IP scheme
problems are eliminated by the Navigator’s IP Shield technology.
Elevate Security—Embrace the latest level of security with best practice key strengths and ciphers available. The Navigator’s “always on”
and “phone home” intelligence improves reliability , security, and support.
Maintain Availability—In addition to VPN benefits, you also gain access to Device Monitoring.

The Network Navigator™ is a miniature PC —
the size of a battery charger. Simply plug in to
a standard wall socket, attach a network cable,
and the Network Navigator™ is
ready to work for you.

About SGS
Secure Global Solutions has been refining networks since 2006. All
products are backed by a dedicated team of US-based developers
and support personnel. The Network Operations Center (NOC) is
staffed with IT professionals 24x7.
Already an established presence in the alarm industry as the creator
of stages™ automation software, it is in our DNA to understand networks and real–time management. SGS now offers the Network Navigator™ - a US patented tool for multi-site connections to hosts or
cloud servers.
These core competencies drive our passion for the success of our customers. For more information about SGS, go to: www.secglobe.net

